CASE STUDY

DAVITA LAGRANGE, KY
Custom Dialysis Center

Part of DaVita’s growth plan included a new facility in LaGrange, Kentucky. Their contractors at the site told them that they could not meet the aggressive schedule. It was late November and the company needed the 5,000 square foot facility open by mid-March. DaVita chose to contact modular medical specialists, MedBuild, and the nation’s premier modular builder, Whitley Manufacturing.

Whitley had fewer than 60 days to ship the dialysis clinic; complete with many exacting specifications and systems. The design needed to be finalized, permits acquired, materials ordered, ground prepared, and construction completed. Even with the holidays looming, Whitley shipped the building components and MedBuild completed the finished brickwork and pitched roof, allowing the building to open on schedule, less than 100 days after the beginning of construction.

“This new center will allow us to deliver the latest and best in radiation treatment, supported by inter-professional expertise, education and patient navigation provided through our nationally accredited cancer institute.”
Joe Gordy, Flagler Hospital President and CEO

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

| Project completed in 100 days |
| 12 station dialysis facility |
| Pitched roof |
| Exterior brickwork |
| Many systems included when shipped to site |
| Only 60 days build time at plant |
DaVita LaGrange, Ky

**Key Facts**

**Project Name**
DaVita Dialysis

**Location**
Lagrange, Kentucky

**Developer**
MedBuild (Resun Corp)

**Project Type**
Medical Dialysis Center

**Building Size:**
5000 SQ. FT.